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It is my pleasure to feature three exemplary articles in this Special Issue of Western
Economics Forum.
The first by Little, Broadbent and Berrens focuses on a long standing contention that Contingent
Valuation (CV) suffers from hypothetical bias. They use meta-analysis to combine and estimate
the contribution different phenomena have to hypothetical bias (actually the disparity between
hypothetical v. actual responses) from nearly 100 existing studies. The probability of disparity
models indicate that how data is collected, the demographics of the sample, the importance of
the good and the value elicitation format all have an impact on the deviation of hypothetical from
actual valuation responses. A key outcome is that “no evidence here (exists) that private goods
are less prone to observing hypothetical bias.” They find similar results for Choice Experiments
v. CV as well as willingness to pay compared to willingness to accept formats.
The second article by Taylor and Rollins uses rangelands as a basis for organizing how
economic analysis may be applied to policies targeting landscape-scale ecological change. The
scale of analysis implies the consideration of collections of species and multiple ecological
services rather than a piece-wise analysis. They offer a benefits transfer approach with ex post
estimation coming from aggregated sites as a means to obtain welfare changes associated with
ecological changes. They indicate the importance of spatial and temporal scale considerations
in addition to considering the uncertainty of a given management action achieving an intended
policy outcome.
Finally the piece by Loomis gives perspective on economic analysis (CV) of public lands
management decisions. He provides a holistic approach as implied by the valuation of
management alternatives as compared to separate valuation of individual outputs of
management decisions. Several prescriptions and opportunities are offered. CV should target
the change in values for different landscapes and even desired landscape conditions, perhaps
ultimately as embedded values in GIS layers. Open space valuation should inform the value of
public lands open space on the wildland urban interface. Although an array of nonmarket
techniques may be useful for valuation, stated preference techniques offer the best framework
for large scale management plans and desired future conditions.
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